


CONSCIOUS IMPROVISATION
by Sean O’Toole

Asha Zero’s new suite of acrylic paintings on board 
further elaborate on this gifted realist painter’s 
interest in digital image culture, a culture that is 
marked by plurality and surplus, intractability and 
glitch. His paintings, which can take up to three 
months to produce, are monuments to a rigorous 
method. Everything is painted, even the expressionist 
scribbles that overlay and interrupt his photorealist 
accumulations of ephemera in his cryptically titled 
exhibition errr_evvz. At a glance, his two 
diptychs _echo (2016) and r_r (2016) resemble 
the walls in any large city where foot traffic is 
concentrated and printed announcements compete 
for attention. But his paintings also quote the torn 
and stripped reveals pioneered by Raymond 
Hains (1926-2005), the French artist most 
closely associated with décollage.
In order to achieve this simulacrum – of layers of 
posters on a sidewalk, of wilfully vandalised décollage 
paper works – Asha Zero deploys various painterly 
techniques, including dry-brush painting, intense 
layering, masking and glazing. In the manner of the 
sleight-of-hand trompe l’oeil painters, notably the 
celebrated Dutch painter Evert Collier (1640-1770) 
and American painter John Frederick Peto (1854- 
1907), the outcome of his facility with the brush tricks 
the eye into believing something that isn’t. While 
deception – the chief aim of trompe l’oeil painting – is 
a hallmark of Asha Zero’s paintings, it is not his chief 
pursuit as a painter. 

“I am trying to create a composed-uncomposed 
arrangement,” he says. The awkward conjunction 
to two antithetical ideas to form an adjective in his 
quoted statement is worth parsing. How do you 
create a painting that is composed and at the same 
time uncomposed, which I read to mean unplanned 
and spontaneous? As with Edgar Allen Poe’s fictional 
fraudster Peter Proffit, the answer for Asha Zero is: 
methodically. During the slow process of composing 
a work, Asha Zero will hone in on particular areas, 
meticulously searching for what he describes as 
“happy accidents” to happen that will resolve his 
illusionistic paintings. 

The process of painting in this way involves a mix of 
“process and intuition” – what a skilled jazzman might 
call conscious improvisation. 

Asha Zero’s recombinant paintings quote from various 
subcultures, some analogue like skateboarding, 
while others – like electronic music and Tumblr 
blogs – are a product of a new digital zeitgeist. It is 
important to recognise that he loosely quotes from 
these cultures: his work offers fictional proxies rather 
than copied representations. The idea of the quote is 
important in thinking about Asha Zero’s work. A quote 
is a borrowed fragment, at once a copy but more – a 
way of signalling an attempt to construct something 
new using older ideas, forms and codes. Collage is 
a good example of this pirate thinking; it is a creative 
method that has effortlessly made the transition from 
analogue to digital. “I suppose there is a youthful 
spirit and directness about collage,” says the artist. “It 
is also a broadcast culture, where you turn something 
against itself.”

Collage is closely linked to graphics, but it is important 
to recognise that Asha Zero’s chosen medium is 
paint. 
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His abstracted compositions are quotes built up 
using the resources and findings of various defunct 
twentieth-century artistic styles, some plainly opposed 
in spirit. On the one hand, he shares with photorealist 
painters the same absorption with photographs, and 
with pop artists a fascination for describing commodity 
culture. But, in his new work there is also an interest 
in randomised mark making and compositional 
disorder that brings to mind a range of post-war 
American expressionist painters. The increasing use 
of negative space, which is purposefully painted off-
white and interfered with, lightly suggests – rather 
than directly quotes – Robert Rauschenberg (1925-
2008), notably his “combine” paintings. 

Many of Asha Zero’s works feature scribbles. These 
scrawls are at once childish and violent, acts of 
vandalism that, in some instances, cohere into 
speculative doodles for unrealised designs. Each 
scribble is diligently painted by hand. They are, in this 
sense, virtual marks – or as the artist puts it, “scribbles 
but not scribbles”. Their purpose, in the artist’s mind, 
is to loosen up his fastidiously painted work, but in 
their falseness they playfully provide a fillip to Asha 
Zero’s interest in conjuring an ephemeral zeitgeist – 
the post-internet world of images – using an ancient 

technology: paint. That they are fake scribbles 
merely underscores his complex engagement with 
the virtual. 

Curiously, Asha Zero did not set out to be a painter; 
he majored in printmaking at art school, and only 
started painting a few years after finishing his training 
in Pretoria. His earliest paintings were Polaroid-scale 
compositions that he dabbled with while producing 
graphics (stickers, photocopied booklets) under his 
artistic alias. When eventually he did start showing 
his paintings, initially in Pretoria, later in Cape Town, 
his compositions grew to include detailed figurative 
elements, mostly facial. This interest in the human 
persists, albeit that his figures are now largely 
discernable as areas of flesh. As much as errr_evvz 
is an invitation to think about the role of surplus and 
quotation in our increasingly virtual world, Asha Zero’s 
new paintings also offer a meditation on surfaces. 
The inorganic surfaces of our cities, but also our 
shared human surfaces, which, despite the continual 
ceding of experience to digital networks, endure in 
their intimacy and fragility.

Sean O’Toole is an art critic and writer 
based in Cape Town.
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